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If we teach today’s students
as we taught yesterday’s,
we rob them of tomorrow.
- John Dewey
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WHY CODING AND THE ACADEMY?
Most youth from low-resourced communities can’t afford tertiary education
fees nor the cost of living without earning an income for the years of study. In
addition to that, formal education is not agile enough to respond to industry
needs and the skills gap continues to increase in a country with high youth
unemployment (39%).
Different short models of educating youth and bringing them to fast
employment need to be found urgently in areas of high demand at national
and international levels.
Information technology (or IT for short) has been a rapidly growing career
field that offers its professionals incredible opportunities. It’s safe to say that
nearly every company has a need for an IT professional, and if they don’t,
then they absolutely will. Aside from being valued in just about every aspect
of business, a career in IT is relatively easy to attain, pays well and arguably a
field whereby its professionals need not to worry about lack of jobs.
In order to supply this ever-growing field and help tackle the high
unemployment figures, Life Choices Academy was established Life Choices
Academy was established with the goal of developing school-leavers’ skills so
they can obtain well-paid and meaningful jobs within a period of 12 months
in the IT industry.
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OUR MODel

Solutions

Life Choices Academy Problem and Solution Tree
Provide six months' classroom training (theoretical and
practical):
-Vocational training linked to industry needs
- Professional development, work readiness & life skillsills

Place youth in
six-month paid
internship

Provide one on one
life coaching/
psychosocial support

Core
problem

Effects

Youth have skills to be employed in well-paid and meaningful jobs
Cycle of poverty and inequality continues

Youth are unemployed or in
low-wage jobs

School-leavers do not have the skills or resources to find jobs or have well-paid and meaningful careers

Youth do not have
work readiness
skills

Causes

Industries do not have a well
skilled workforce

Youth drop out
of school or
achieve low
marks

Youth do not meet
requirements for
tertiary education

Failing educational system

Youth have poor mental health and
lack skills to make positive life
choices
Violence, crime, abuse, gangsterism,
alcohol and drug abuse in communities

High levels of poverty in Cape Flats communities
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OUR outputs
We celebrate that we managed to grow the academy.

104

Students enrolled in the Academy.

Gender Distribution
20% Females

80% Males

Race Identification Distribution
24% African

76% Coloured

Ages

17 : 1 18 : 16 19 : 18 20 : 13 21 : 18
22 : 13 23 : 14 24 : 7 25 : 2 26 : 2
Students’ occupations before joining Academy
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Academy Offerings
Activity Theme

Life Skills/
Personal
Development/
Leadership

The various activities that were implemented
during the first 6 months’ course (dosage table).

Activity

Time spent on activity

Life Skills with His Image Generation

9 days at beginning of
programme (induction)

Weekly life skills sessions
One-on-one sessions with Life Coach

16 x 1 hour sessions
At least 2 sessions per student

Leadership modules

10 x 1 day modules (6 hours
each)

Mindfulness sessions

9 x 1 hour sessions

Intro to self-learning and design thinking
Vision and goals
Learning styles
Identity
Professional
development

Personal brand
Interview preparation (CV development/
refining)

3 hours teaching + 45 min
coaching (in groups of 5) per
module

Design thinking 1
Design thinking 2
Communication

Coding
JavaScript
(4 classes)*

Interview prep and CV development

1 week

Module 1: HTML, CSS and Responsive
Design

3 weeks

Module 2: Git, Github & SASS

2 weeks

Module 3: Javascript

7 weeks

Module 4: Javascript APIs, CRUD,
import & composer

3 weeks

Module 5: Javascript Node JS

2 weeks

Module 6: Javascript Databases (db.son
and MongoDB)

1 week

1 week of coding includes 4.5 hours of lecturing, 6 hours of coaching and 9 hours of practical time
* One class was offered in PHP training: Module 1: HTML (1 week); Module 2: CSS (1 week); Module 3:
Introduction to PHP (3 weeks); Module 4: Intermediate PHP (2 weeks); Module 5: MySQL (1 week); Module 6:
Advanced PHP (2 weeks); Module 7: PHP & MySQL (3 weeks)

85%
Finished the 6-months

89%

Of those who finish are eligible
for placement (obtained > 65%)

15%
Dropped out *

* Main reasons for students dropping out include substance abuse, relocation, personal problems and
high absenteeism.
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Internships
After the first 6-month course if learners meet minimum requirements (passed
assignments with an average of 65% or more), they should be offered 6-months paid
internship by industry.

78%

of students that met minimum
requirements were offered paid internships.

7%
7%

found work out of industry

4%
4%

decided to continue studying

R6 227
average stipend during internship

waiting for internship (these students have been part of 5-6 interviews with
industry but they have been unable to get an offer. More interviews and other
strategies are being put in place to assist them)

lost interest

Net promoter score
In the surveys learners were asked “How likely are you to recommend Life Choices Academy
to a friend? (0 = not at all likely; 10 = extremely likely)”. Their responses were categorised into
three groups: ratings of between 1 and 6 are categorised as ‘detractors’, 7 to 8 are ‘passives’
and 9 to 10 are ‘promoters’. The final net promoter score is calculated by subtracting the
percentage of detractors from the percentage of promoters. The net promoter score can
therefore range from -100 to +100.

Life Choices Academy
received an excellent
NPS score of 81
(% promoters - %
detractors)
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Challenges
This year has been a challenging year for the academy for various reasons:
Internet: The internet speed has caused ongoing concern and has affected lecture- and studytime badly. We have been waiting for fibre for the past year in order to resolve the speed
issues. Fibre was finally installed at the end of 2018, however, this did not resolve our internet
problems as planned. In 2019, we endeavor to establish a proper internet management system
in order to resolve remaining challenges.
Loadshedding has hampered lectures and caused much frustration for students who rely
on power and internet to make headway in their learning. Unfortunately, power cuts are
completely out of our control.
Substance Abuse: The academy has a drug-free policy and programme participants are tested
at random. With the first intake of learners, we had to let go of four students due to druguse. These students were expelled, however, they were also offered support and given the
opportunity to re-join another class on the programme once they could prove they were no
longer taking drugs. One student returned to the academy and completed the programme.

wanted to partner with industry experts to make the academy relevant and also to partner
with people who already had strong relationships with industry. In 2018 we experienced
challenges with this service provider. We disagreed on several fundamental elements: The
type of learning environment required by our target group; the quality of lectures; the
internship placements (supported by ongoing feedback fromy industry); and the necessity
to adapt. At the beginning of 2019, Life Choices decided to change service provider for the
coding lectures and to take-over the student placements as an internal responsibility.
Crime: In 2018, Life Choices suffered two robberies in which it lost a lot of computer equipment.
The first one took place in the middle of the year, when five laptops were stolen. The second
was in December, during the Christmas holidays, when 29 laptops were stolen. Police was
unable to resolve the case. Life Choices reinforced its security after both occurrences and
now has an off-site security monitoring system with high resolution cameras. The insurance
paid for the laptops to be replaced, but both incidents negatively affected the organization
and the students’ morale and time.
Unfortunately, we were unable to raise the full annual budget for the academy. This meant
that instead of providing six classes (reaching 120 learners) as intended, we only provided the
programme to five classes.

Selection and Recruitment: Selection during the recruitment process was compromised as
there was a limited pool of students to choose from. This was primarily due to the fact that
only 20-30% of applicants passed the online test and boot-camp. This affected the programme
negatively because it led to a number of students being offered a spot on the course even
though they did not meet all the inclusion criteria. During the programme, these students
displayed a lack of motivation and commitment which ultimately lead to their exclusion.
To address this, Life Choices has redesigned the recruitment marketing campaign to reach
a greater number of candidates in 2019 and the aptitude test used for screening will be
extended to test for commitment too.
Internship Placements: An unexpected challenge emerged when students who passed the
first six months of the programme (the technical side) could not be matched with a company
for an internship experience. We witnessed this with two students in the pilot group, and
four students in the later cohorts. These were students whom more than five companies had
interviewed. Industry gave them feedback, Life Choices re-trained them in interview skills,
and yet, these participants did not receive a single offer. We are exploring the idea that in
these cases we might need to refer participants to further technical training. Our assumption,
and hope, is that if they have more technical skills, companies might overlook shortfalls in soft
skills.
Service Provider: Life Choices Academy used a service provider (CodeSpace) to conduct the
coding lectures and student placements. The methodology was built in this way because we
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OUR OUTCOMES
Snapshot on the evaluation highlights, student satisfaction and recommendations.

Life Skills Sessions and Leadership/Personal Development Modules
Outcomes

Student satisfaction

The greatest improvements that learners
reported were:
√ - Self-awareness
√ - Self-belief/self esteem
√ - Ability to cope with emotions
√ - Ability to speak ones’ mind
√ - Relationships with other people/social support
√ - Ability to understand others/social awareness
√ - Leadership knowledge and skills

√ - Students were satisfied
with the weekly life skills
sessions with the programme
coordinator
√ - They were satisfied with all
modules
x - Except for Mindfulness and
Leadership Principles
√ - Students were satisfied with
life coaching

Recommendations
√ - Use of more interactive facilitation in sessions and modules
√ - Schedule sessions around coding project deadlines
√ - Review the Mindfulness and Leadership Principles modules
√ - More sessions and shorter sessions with the life coach

Focus Groups Quotes
“[The facilitator] explained how people act and it was very cool for me because when I look
at people sometimes what they’re doing makes sense or it doesn’t make sense so then he
actually gave me a glimpse into why people act the way they act.”
“With these sessions I actually learnt that I can actually open myself, that not every circle
is a bad space, that you can be open with certain types of people.”
“So life skills was interesting because a lot of the topics we covered for me personally it felt
like “ok cool, I’m not alone facing these things, there’s a lot of people facing things that I
have been going through.”
“My favorite was self-discovery, because the moment you know yourself it’s easier for
you to deal with the situations around you…”
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Professional development modules
Outcomes

Student satisfaction

The greatest improvements that
learners reported were:
√ - Skills to communicate on Slack
√ - Knowledge of chunking techniques
√ - Ability to avoid procrastination
√ - Knowledge of memory techniques
√ - Knowledge of how to develop a
personal brand
√ - Knowledge of own learning style
√ - Interview skills
√ - Knowledge of design thinking
√ - Students performed well on the
assignments on average, but 11
students did not complete one of them.

√ - Students were satisfied with 7 out of 9
modules
x - Except for Design Thinking the Learning
to Learn MOCC
√ - Students were satisfied the facilitator
x - But slightly less satisfied with the coach

Recommendations
√ - Use of more interactive facilitation
√ - Morning sessions
√ - Shorter sessions
√ - Outdoor activities/excursions

Focus Groups Quotes
“… at school, for me my learning was kind of parrot fashion… and when they bought the
concept of the different learning styles, I kind of understood the way I learn better and
what I can do to enhance the way I learn.”
“…the interview preparation [module]. I like it because they provide you with the tools
and obviously more in-depth analysis of what you need to go into the workplace and they
kind of set an expectation… They gave us a whole list of questions that might be asked,
and I think we will probably have a few of those getting thrown at us.”
“For me the most beneficial [module] was design thinking, I feel it was really cool because
we got to explore our talents and strengths and it was more about figuring out a solution,
so first coming up with a solution before actually coding so it was really cool to explore
that. And the Y-Framing part and ideas and how to latch onto the ideas of others to make
something great at the end.”
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Coding modules
Outcomes

Student satisfaction

√ - More than half of the students scored
70% and over for their coding projects overall
√ - Students self-reported a good
understanding of modules 1 and 2
x - But their perceived understanding
decreased with later modules
√ - Most students found coding to be the
most beneficial part of their time at the
academy

√ - All modules received good net
promoter scores (between 0 and
50), but Module 1 received the only
net promoter score above 50
x - Module 6 was rated as the least
useful
√ - Lecturers were rated highly
x - Coaches received lower ratings
than lecturers

Recommendations
√ - Coordination of project deadlines with other programme activities
√ - Less time on module 1
√ - More time on later modules

Focus Groups Quotes
“The most beneficial thing I got here is the coding. I came here with no background
whatsoever in coding, I’d never heard of coding before but I took the opportunity, I took
the risk and I’m glad I did what I did because now I got a skill that now I can go out there
and excel in. I know for a fact that it doesn’t just end here, I can still apply and continue
learning more so that’s my greatest benefit that I’ve gained from this whole experience.”
“As naive as this may sound my goal is to change the world so I feel like all the opportunities
we’ve received here has helped me grow as an individual so naturally it’s a skill you’re
gaining and it’s something you can teach to someone else and because it is going to
be the 4th industrial revolution soon you know it’s helpful to have in your corner. So the
coding was cool because I found out how much I actually do like challenges and my
problem solving skills have never been more on fire. So, it’s overall just been an excellent
experience.”
“For me the most beneficial was coding, it really opens your eyes to seeing the possibilities
out there because for me for example, learning JavaScript then I discovered what I could
do with JavaScript because I love playing video games in my free time so I started making
games with JavaScript so that was really good, so playing what I love and making what I
love is something that’s really good for me.”
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Employment

92%

of students that finished the 12 months are employed

(one student decided to become self-employed – entrepreneur [not in employment] and two
students are employed but not doing coding)

70%

of students were offered
permanent jobs at their
internship hosting companies

R8 885
average salary (Ranging between
R8,000 and R10,850)

√ - Most employed students feel fulfilled in their chosen career.
√ - Most employed students expect their salary to increase in the next
year.
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Success story
A shift in his attitude during a time of
depression, catapulted Ashley onto a path
of new opportunities.
Ashley Quimngqoshe was raised by his
mom who headed up a single parent
household after his dad died. “I was 1 at the
time, the youngest of 5 children. We lived
in Khayelitsha and having never known my
dad, I accepted this as my life. My mom has
been amazing, she is the person I look up
to. She worked hard to ensure that we had
stability and a good home. She’s been such
an inspiration to me and my siblings through
our growing up years.”
“I guess we were fortunate in that we had
an extended family from Newlands – the
family my mom was a domestic worker for.
They have taught and guided me since birth.
They paid for my primary school education at St Augstine’s, offering me extra tutoring in Math
and English. From primary school I went to Oude Molen high school – a technical school, where I
became interested in architecture and civil engineering.”
“I can say that my life until high school was carefree and happy, more than a lot of kids from the
townships can expect. I had a strong sense of security and belonging because of my mom.”
“In high school I went through the regular adolescent identity crises, wanting to fit in and impress
my peers. I didn’t get involved in drugs or stuff like that, but due to my peers, and not wanting to
appear too smart, I stopped taking school seriously which resulted in me failing Gr11. I failed so
badly I didn’t want to go back to school, but my mom insisted that I went back to face my shame.
I felt so humiliated, but I learnt a tough lesson, and retrospectively I am grateful to my mom for
forcing me.”
“It was embarrassing having my friends move into Gr12 whilst I stayed back, but I learnt not to
allow negativity into my life. I chose to embrace positivity, and formed new friends in my repeat
year. Because of peer influences costing me a year, I chose to make mainly one close friend who
was aligned to my future plans. I’ve learnt that hanging out with losers doesn’t make me a winner,
and realised that who you hang out with can make or break you.”
“I passed Gr12, but not well enough to follow my dream of doing architecture. I applied to do a
1 year higher certificate in IT at CPUT, but failed all my modules. I hadn’t anticipated the huge
adjustment between school and college and just didn’t handle it very well.”
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“I felt like my life was hanging on a thread after CPUT. My confidence was very low after my
school and my CPUT failures, resulting in me just hanging around at home the following year – I
was deeply demotivated. I had no direction, no ambition and absolutely no idea how to take my
life forward. I didn’t realise it then, but I was very depressed and didn’t see the purpose of life at
the time.”
“My mom found it very tough having me at home so dejected and that put extra pressure on me.
Fortunately my siblings pushed me to go back to study. It was during this time that I met up with
a friend of mine who was doing accounting at CPUT. He saw potential in me and together we
started an organisation “iKusasa Lethu” (meaning our tomorrow). Our objective was to motivate
youth in high schools.”
“Volunteering in the schools was empowering, but I still I didn’t have a plan for my life. I was
encouraged to reapply to CPUT for a new course. At the same time I heard about Life Choices at
the school I was mentoring at. We asked one of their counsellors to come and do HIV testing, and
she shared the work and goals of Life Choices which included the Coding Academy. I decided to
apply and was interviewed twice telephonically and then invited to a one day boot camp where we
played thinking games. We had to achieve a certain score to go to the next round. It wasn’t easy
but with my math ability I passed. I was then invited to attend a 2-week induction course at Life
Choices. The facilitators started opening our minds. The sessions were mind-blowing and had a
big impact on my life. I remember feeling that this was the change I had been seeking, but hadn’t
known how to find. I started getting excited about my future. At the end of the 2 weeks, 20 of us
passed the criteria resulting in us attending a 6 month coding course – this started a new journey
of learning for me. The coding course incorporated life skills and self-awareness, which gave me a
deeper perspective on life. We were exposed to meditation, Biodanza and motivational speakers
– all of this helped me to mature very fast.”
“Life Choices gave me a chance to dream and to become successful in my life – it helped open my
mind enormously. Whilst I was still a coding student, I did something I would have never had the
courage to do before Life Choices. I went to buy gas at a small company in Khayelitsha and when
I realised they did not have a website, I asked to see the manager. I offered to build a website for
them and explained how it could help their business. They saw the benefits and asked me to go
ahead. They became my first client. They supplied their logos, whilst I asked the questions which
helped me write content for the site. I also purchased a domain name for them. They were super
impressed on completion of the site.”
“After successful completion of the coding course I got an internship at a company in Sea Point
owned by a mother and her daughter. Initially I was happy to be working but during the 6 months
we were treated poorly, often being shouted at. The disharmony impacted the work environment
but I managed to stay positive and respectful in spite of this.”
“After my internship, I started applying for new jobs through online agencies. I must have applied
at about 30 companies. Eventually I was interviewed by Side Click. I really enjoyed their ethos and
have been working there now for 6 months. It is intense but I’ve learnt and grown a lot and see
that there is a career path here for me.”
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Finances
TOTAL EXPENSES: ZAR 3 836 459

Overheads (R231 870)

Programme Costs (R3 324 489)

M&E Costs (R124 459)

Administration Costs (R155 641)
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Breakdown of Revenue
Donor

Amount

Don Bosco Swiss Verein - Juwe - VCA

R860 295

Scheck Stiftung 2017 VCA - Deferred

R110 905

Don Bosco Mondo - laptops funds

R254 926

Sheck Stiftung 2018 - VCA

R294 959

Van Kesteren

R365 852

Marina Maria Foundation

R1 200 000

Don Bosco Mondo (10000 - euros)

R164 346

Claremont Rotary

R51 196

CARITAS (Youth Centre)

R413 882

CTAOP Bonus - VCA

R5 000

Salesian Madrid

R171 682

Total: ZAR 3 893 044
We wouldn’t be where we are today without you!
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The true charity is not giving bread or money,
but providing employment.
- IIkin Santak
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